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Title: Dead Simple: DS Roy Grace Mystery, Book 1 Author(s): Peter James Publisher: Pan Macmillan Publishers Ltd. Availability: Amazon. June 2007 : UK Audio edition. Title: Dead
Simple: DS Roy Grace Mystery, Book 1 Author(s): Peter James Publisher: Pan Macmillan Publishers Ltd. Availability: Amazon UK. June 2006 : UK Audio CD. Title: Dead Simple
Author(s): Peter James ISBN: 1-4050-9002-2 / 978-1-4050-9002-5 (UK edition) Publisher: Isis Audio books Availability: Amazon UK Amazon CA. Kindle Editions. Dead Simple is not
a heavy or depressing book though, owing its lightness to Westeraâ€™s wicked sense of humour, as she proves herself a kindred spirit of Annie M.G. Schmidt. Illustrator Weve, too,
calls on all kinds of registers, making inventive use of the varying page widths within the book.Â Dead Simple â€“ this wonderful collection of poetry and illustrations is anything but.
Dead Simple is a book that will win prizes, a book you need to have. Het Parool. Copyright ï¿½ Really Scary Books / Peter James 2004. DEAD SIMPLE. 1. So far, apart from just a
couple of hitches, Plan A was working out fine. Which was fortunate, since they didn't really have a Plan B. At 8.30 on a late May evening, they'd banked on having some daylight.
There had been plenty of the stuff this time yesterday, when four of them had made the same journey, taking with them an empty coffin and four shovels. Book Preview. Dead Simple
- Jon Land. it. 1. Old dogs. Six months later. One. "This is as far as I can take ya, the sheriff said, stopping the old squad car where the dirt road ended.Â Dead Simple. Just words.
You gotta look beyond them being our motto â€™cause of how good we were at killing. Lots of boys can be good at killing. But to live to be old dogs like us, you got to be good at
plenty more than that. Like you, maybe. I donâ€™t know. Verified Purchase. Dead Simple' by Peter James. Genre - Thriller. About The Book: Micheal is getting married soon and he
is going on a stag night with his friends. Michael has completed several pranks on his friends in the past and now his friends are planning on a revenge prank involving a coffin. Yet,
everything goes terribly wrong! can Detective Roy Grace find Micheal before it is too late? My Review: Wow! I was hooked from the start.

